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Mechanisms for having 
Neff>3.046

Non-standard decoupling (Mangano et al. 2006)

Neff~3.04-3.1

Thermal axions (see eg. Di Valentino et al. 2015)

Gravitational waves (Smith et al., 2006)

Extra dimensions

….



New constraints from Planck on 
GW

Pagano et al, arXiv:1508.02393
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Planck 2015: still very high impact !





















Extraction at Angular Spectrum Level
Effects on CMB angular spectrum.
More massive neutrinos → less lensing.

Extraction at map level.
Lensing introduce a correlation between Cl's.
This creates a non-zero trispectrum (4-point c.f.).

Extracting Lensing Signal from the CMB























Massless neutrinos, like photons, have anisotropies which follow a 
Liouville differential equation:
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As in the case of photons, these anisotropies can be computed 
integrating a hierarchy of differential equations.

Neutrino Background Anisotropies



Can we see them ?

Hu et al., astro-ph/9505043

Neutrino Background Anisotropies



Not directly!
But we can see the
effects on the
CMB angular 
spectrum !
CMB photons see
the NB anisotropies
through gravity.



The Neutrino anisotropies can be parameterized through the “speed 
viscosity” cvis. which controls the relationship between velocity/metric 
shear and anisotropic stress in the NB.

Hu, Eisenstein, Tegmark and White, 1999







Neutrino Masses



We know that flavour neutrino 
oscillations exists



Normal hierarchy Inverted hierarchy

If neutrino masses are hierarchical then oscillation experiments
do not give information on the absolute value of neutrino masses

Moreover neutrino masses can also be degenerate
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Oscillation data do not fix the absolute mass scale.

Neutrino Absolute Mass Scale

A large range of values (about 2 orders of magnitude) is 
still allowed by current experiments  !



Energy density from neutrinos 
(after decoupling)
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Evolution of the background densities: 1 MeV → now

 3 neutrino 
species 

with 
different 
masses

Neutrinos change
from relativistic to
non-relativistic



Evolution of the background densities: 1 MeV → now

photons

neutrinos

cd
m

baryons

Λ

m3=0.05 eV

m2=0.009 eV

m1≈ 0 eV

Ωi=
8πGρi

3H 2



Neutrinos are all
relativistic
z>15000

At least one neutrino
is non-relativistic

z<200?

Transition
 epoch
Relativistic-
nonRelativistic



This mass range is very good for cosmologists !



Massive Neutrinos affect 
large scale structure !

 We can relate the neutrino abundance in the universe to the 
total mass:

 Less clustering in universe with massive neutrinos.

Ωνh
2=

Σmν
93 .6eV



m eV m eV

m eV m eV Ma ’96



Structure formation after equality

baryons and 
CDM

experience
gravitational
clustering



baryons and 
CDM

experience
gravitational
clustering

Structure formation after equality



growth of  /(k,t)  fixed by 

« gravity vs. expansion » balance 
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baryons and 
CDM

experience
gravitational
clustering

Structure formation after equality



neutrinos
experience 

free-streaming
with

v = c or <p>/m

baryons and 
CDM

experience
gravitational
clustering

Structure formation after equality



neutrinos cannot cluster below a diffusion length 

baryon and CDM
experience

gravitational
clustering

baryons and 
CDM

experience
gravitational
clustering

neutrinos
experience 

free-streaming
with

v = c or <p>/m

Structure formation after equality



o neutrinos cannot cluster below a diffusion length 

= ∫ v dt     < ∫ c dt

for (2/k) <  ,
free-streaming supresses growth of structures during MD

  

    a1-3/5 f            with f = /m ≈ (m)/(15 eV)

baryon and CDM
experience

gravitational
clustering

baryons and 
CDM

experience
gravitational
clustering

neutrinos
experience 

free-streaming
with

v = c or <p>/m

Structure formation after equality
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a

Massless 
neutrinos

Structure formation after equality

J.Lesgourgues & Sergio Pastor, Phys Rep 429 (2006) 307 [astro-
ph/0603494]



J.Lesgourgues & Sergio Pastor, Phys Rep 429 (2006) 307 [astro-
ph/0603494]
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1-3/5fa
Massive 

neutrinos
fν=0.1

Structure formation after equality



CMB bounds on neutrino masses

If neutrinos have a mass larger than m ~ 0.3 eV they are non-relativistic at recombination.
At this point, increasing their mass increases the dark matter component at recombination.
The change in the gravitational potential at early times with massive neutrinos leads to a slight 
changes in Cl below the first acoustic peak (see Ma & Bertshchinger 1998, Fukugita et al, 2006).
In principle, CMB should constrain neutrino masses to m < 2 eV but constraints are actually
much better because of lensing.



CMB anisotropy do not probe just recombination epoch ! 
CMB lensing probes structure formation around z~2 (broadly)  







Implications of a <0.17 eV constraint at 95 % c.l. from Planck+BAO

Gerbino et al, arXiv:1507.08614

Constraints in meV !!!!



Prospects for direct detection for KATRIN....



Constraints on a massive sterile neutrino

We consider a particle that contributes to Neff when is relativistic and behaves
with a mass:

when is not relativistic. 
This is a very general parametrization of a sterile neutrino. 

If the sterile neutrino is thermally distributed we have:

While for the Dodelson-Widrow case the relation is given by:



Thermally distributed

Dodelson-Widrow

No bound !
Sterile neutrino is cold
dark matter (for the CMB)





















Extending LCDM: going beyond 6 parameters

Di Valentino, AM, Silk, arXiv:1507.06646



When we analyze current datasets we often limit ourselves to the 6 
parameters of LCDM or to 1-2 parameter extensions to it.

Given the high quality of the new data we should extend the parameter
space and analyze the data considering at the same time:

- Variation in the dark energy equation of state w

- Neutrino mass.

- Neutrino effective number

- Gravitational waves (tensor component)

- Running of the primordial spectral index.

- Lensing amplitude in the CMB angular spectra.

i.e. we should, at least, vary 12 cosmological parameters instead of just 6 ! 



Horo-scope
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Cosmo-scope !



Constraints from Planck assuming 6 parameters LCDM



Constraints from Planck assuming 12 parameters eCDM



Limits at 95 % c.l.

Di Valentino, AM, Silk, arXiv:1507.06646



When moving from 6+1 to 12 parameters, the Planck+BAO 95% c.l. constraint on the 
sum of neutrino masses is relaxed by a factor ~3.

∑mν<0.17eV

∑mν<0.53eV



Conclusions

- The 6-parameters cosmological standard model has been further confirmed
By the Planck 2015 data release.

- We have strong implications for neutrino physics: neutrino effective number
and total neutrino mass are now strongly constrained.

- no evidence for extra radiation or extra sterile neutrino.

- no evidence for neutrino mass. If constraints under LCDM are true, it will
Be really difficult to detect a neutrino mass with planned beta and double beta
Decay experiments.

- Cosmological constraints are model dependent ! Increasing the number
of parameters could relax current neutrino constraints by a factor 3.

Future direct neutrino mass measurements will provide a wonderful test 
for LCDM cosmology !
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